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Beside is a office trolley-system based onmodules to perform and 

perfect every need a modern workspace has.

On its main body structure a variety of accessories can be attached and 

hung, such as shelfs, hooks, drawers, pen-organizers, and magazine-

racks. By attaching and organizing shelfs in different configurations 

many different needs can be met.

The separate units can be attached to each other, forming a sideboard, 

a bench, or a wider storage solution on wheels. And on its own, Beside 

is the perfect helper and storage unit for the modern office when one 

needs to move around and readjust the space.

Beside comes in two different heights and a combination of wood and 

metal, lacquered in a variety of colors. The perfect way to customize 

and personalize parts of the office space.

Beside

Studio Nooi

Indoor

The frame consists of 8 - 70 % recycled metal and is powder coated. The powder coating 

provides both environmental and quality benefits as no solvents need to be added and the amount 

of waste is minimum. The cabinets are made of FSC certified veneered chipboard or painted mdf. 

Powder coated metal, clearcoated veneer and painted MDF.     

Sweden

EN 16121:2013+A1:2018      

Static load test for tops and bottoms 750 N      

Castors durabilty test 2000 cycles      

Fully assembled.

Cabinets, shelfs and castors can be replaced. Cabinets and shelfs can be repainted. 

 

 

Design

Environment

Paint/lacquer

Material

Country of origin

Certificates

Preassembled

Repairability
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Visit mizetto.com for more information and digital library.  

Hook, Magazine holder and Shelf (to connect)

Dimensions /

Weight

Downloads

Accessories

 

Anthracite /  

Oak

RAL 7043

Anthracite /  

Anthracite

RAL 7043

Beside MID

H: 660 mm, 26”

W: 416 mm, 16.4”

D: 416 mm, 16.4”

Beside TALL

H 840 mm. 33.1”

W: 416 mm. 16.4”

D: 416 mm. 16.4”

Weight: 23 kg, 50.7 lbs Weight: 28 kg, 61.7 lbs

Forest Green /  

Oak

RAL 7033

Forest Green /  

Forest Green

RAL 7033

Signal White /  

Oak

RAL 9003

Signal White /  

Signal White

RAL 9003

Copper Brown /  

Oak

RAL 8004

Copper Brown /  

Copper Brown

RAL 8004

Standard colours
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